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Synopsis
Join Marlin, a brave clownfish, who must embark on an amazing journey across the ocean to find his son, Nemo. Along the way, he meets friendly but forgetful regal blue tang fish named Dory, vegetarian sharks, surfer dude turtles, hypnotic jellyfish, hungry seagulls, and many others.
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Customer Reviews
We're on chapter 12 of 22, each chapter takes about 15 minutes to read, perfect for reading time. You know the story, your kids know the story, it's told with a good reading level for 4th graders, I think.

"Finding Nemo" has always been one my favorite Pixar films. Why, you may ask? Well... let's sea (HA-ha-ha!); fish, water, sea creatures; with friends like these, who needs enemies? OOPS!!! I meant, 'fronds' and 'anemones', Marlin! Once again, I absolutely LOVE DNs (Disney novelizations)!

very well detailed and remarkably long. it has 21 chapters!!! Its what i've been looking for years . i hope you fellow readers out there enjoy this book as much as i did. this is the first finding nemo chapter book i've been able to find in years. i love the way it clinks with the actually movie. this is one of the best chapter books i've read yet.

great for a book to read chapters out of as a night story for my daughter at bed time.
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